
Agreement Sizes
Agreement sizes are simple details that instantly improve a document’s quality. The sizes of
agreements vary from one kind to another and one user to the other.

Agreement Sizes Standard

Agreements can be created in various paper sizes, the sizes depend on the kind of
agreements, the users, and the guidelines of the parties involved. Get acquainted with the
standard agreement sizes below:

Letter

The standard US letter size for an agreement is 8.5 inches × 11 inches or 216 mm × 279
mm. Letter size is enough to create a substantial and decent agreement. This document is
often used in business arrangements, educational or school use, and other professional
contracts.

Legal

On the other hand, the legal size of an agreement is 8.5 inches × 14 inches or 22 cm wide
and 36 cm high. This agreement size is just a few inches taller than the US letter sizes. The



legal size is commonly used for corporate agreements, legal agreements, and other
business documents.

Agreement Sizes for Print

Agreements come in their full-blown form in print. Agreement sizes for print follow the
standard dimensions of the letter size (8.5 × 11 inches) and legal size (8.5 × 14 inches). The
kind and size of paper in an agreement matters, hence following the standard dimension is
the safe way.





Agreement Sizes for Business

The agreement size for business is 8.5 inches wide and 11 inches high or US Letter size.
This dimension is also the standard size for legal documents.



Agreement Sizes for MS Word

The default paper size for MS Word is Letter or 8.5 × 11 inches or 1.2 MB 563 pixels × 750
pixels, this dimension can be used as the agreement size when using MS Word. This
software also offers different paper sizes like legal, A4, A5, Executive, Statement, etc, and
also allows you to customize your own paper dimensions.

Agreement Sizes for Apple Pages



Agreement sizes in Apple Pages follow the standard letter size of 8.5 inches × 11 inches or
are customized in the custom size section to enter your own dimensions. This is used for
agreements, proposals, and other business and legal documents.



Agreement Sizes for Google Docs

Google Docs offer limited options for document sizes, such as letter, legal, tabloid,
executive, folio, A3, A4, A5, B4, and B5. The recommended agreement size for Google
Docs is letter or legal sizes. Google Docs’ agreement sizes are enough to create a quality
agreement document and allow you to share the document in link easily with your other
colleagues or parties involved.



FAQs

What size paper should a prenuptial agreement be?

A prenuptial agreement follows the standard agreement sizes of a letter at 8.5 × 11 inches
or legal at 8.5 × 14 inches.

What is the standard size of an agreement?

The standard sizes of an agreement are letter size at 8.5 by 11 inches and legal size at 8.5
by 14 inches.

How to calculate the size of agreement?

In calculating the size of an agreement you need to have the sample size based on two
rates, discordance, and tolerance probability.

How long should be an agreement?

An agreement may run in weeks, months, or years depending on the terms and conditions
of the parties involved.

How to create an agreement in A4 size?

To create an agreement with an A4 size, you have to choose a document software that
offers this dimension and set up the document to A4 before entering your agreement
content.

How do you print the agreement in perfect size using Google

Docs?

Make sure to check print settings before printing any agreement in Google Docs; that way,
you will be sure that all elements that you need are followed.



How many pages is a non-disclosure agreement?

A non-disclosure agreement may run from one to a few pages long, however, NDAs are
recommended to be short and concise.

How long is a written agreement good for?

The time element of a written agreement depends on the mutual decision of the parties
involved, but the definite term must be agreed upon by a legal body to avoid any disputes.

What are the dimensions of agreement?

An agreement has the following dimensions: letter Size of 8.5 × 11 inches, 216 mm × 279
mm, and a resolution of 1.2 MB 563 pixels × 750 pixels.

What is the size of a legal agreement in inches?

The legal size for an agreement is 8.5 × 14 inches, just a few inches tall from the letter size.

What paper size is a memorandum of agreement?

A memorandum of agreement is a letter size of 8.5 inches wide and 11 inches high.

Can I choose my agreement size?

Yes, you can choose the customized dimension of your agreements with any digital
document software.

What are other paper sizes for agreements?

There are plenty of paper size options, such as A4, A5, Executive, Folio, Statement, etc.; it
is just a matter of preference.



What is the minimum standard size of an agreement?

The minimum standard size of an agreement is a letter size of 8.5 × 11 inches.

Is changing agreement size for free?

For most document software, changing paper sizes is cost-free and can be done per
document only.

What is a legal paper?

A legal paper is all legally binding documents or those containing court information or other
legal functions, such as agreements, contracts, and summons.

What size is an agreement document?

An agreement document follows the standard size of 8.5 × 11 inches.

What is the document display of an agreement?

The default position of an agreement is portrait regardless of the digital document software
used; however, a landscape agreement is also used in special cases.


